GROWERS GUIDE

PALLATON IS SUITABLE FOR

SHEEP

DAIRY

BEEF

Note: A
 vailable under agency agreement through accredited agents and retailers.

Welcome to the
Pallaton Raphno® Guide.

This guide has been created to provide farmers and
retailer representatives with the fundamentals for growing
Pallaton, and to understand how they can best use this
crop to suit the farm system.
Over the last few years we have learned an exceptional amount about
this forage across all states. Setting up rotational grazing systems
and correctly choosing stocking rates to match plant growth rates
is critical for maximising animal performance on Pallaton. As such,
grazing management is still extremely vital.
Variation in seasons over the past few years illustrates that regardless
of what the season throws at us, Pallaton is a resilient and robust plant.
Multiple grazings and plant persistence into autumn and winter is
strongly related to the pre-grazing height. Which, as a basic ‘rule of
thumb,’ is approximately knee height.
PGG Wrightson Seeds is working closely with the CSIRO in
conducting autumn-sown Pallaton trials throughout all states. As a
result, Pallaton is being pushed into lower rainfall areas to compete
against other forages. Pallaton has a large taproot that can source
moisture from deep in the soil profile and grow further into spring.
We have followed Pallaton growers across New South Wales,
Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania over a number of years. This
observation has allowed us to monitor how Pallaton has performed in
a range of different farm systems and environments. Check out what
farmers have to say about Pallaton on page 6 for a summary of the last
few years.
All the best for the season ahead, and we look forward to
hearing your stories. Included are case studies and testimonials
for in-depth analysis.
If you are looking for up to date information or would like to see and
share Pallaton experiences, visit us at pggwrightsonseeds.com.au or
follow us on Facebook.
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Pallaton Raphno® taproot
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PALLATON’S JOURNEY
& THE SUCCESS OF SCIENCE

The goal of the breeding programme was to combine five important traits, which
would perform for Australian farmers within increasingly challenging environments.

TODAY
On farm
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THE FIVE TRAITS OF PALLATON INCLUDE:

HIGH FORAGE
YIELDS

PLANT
PERSISTENCE

2002

2009

FROM MULTIPLE
GRAZINGS

Population
developed

2020

UNDER MULTIPLE
GRAZINGS

WATER USE
EFFICIENCY

2010

Field breeding
and selection

CSIRO conducting autumn
on-farm proof of concept

APHID
TOLERANCE

Field and
animal evaluation

2019

Full commercial
release

Developed by PGG Wrightson Seeds under the Forage Innovations joint
venture with Plant & Food Research, Pallaton Raphno® is a raphanobrassica,
a hybrid between Brassica oleracea (kale) and Raphanus sativus (radish).

GRAZING
FLEXIBILITY

2015

Field breeding
and selection

2018

Limited seed
available
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PALLATON
GROWERS AND
TESTIMONIALS

TONY BUTLER
Moss Vale, New South Wales
We have regularly used the Pallaton for
grazing the 25 x cows & calves since
Jan/Feb 2020. We are hoping that this
paddock will sustain the cows until
approximately September 2020 when
this season’s calves are due. Cows
seem to take approximately 2 x weeks
to acclimatise to the product, but once
accepted they seem to do well. We have
not judged weight gain, but all cows
are fit, healthy and milking well. I would
definitely look at this product again.
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ADAM WESLEY
Bridport, Tasmania
Next year I want to do the whole pivot
area with Pallaton. It’s already fenced
into 3 x 8ha blocks, and if we get the
stocking rate right, we should be able
to do 2 full grazings without them
coming off the crop. We can then get
a true indication of what the crop is
worth to us.
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GREG SOUNNESS
Mount Barker, Western Australia

ANTHONY PEARCE
Mount Barker, South Australia

ALICK BEGGS
Reedy Creek, South Australia

Its root system is amazing it’s very
impressive, I am impressed with how
it performs on light country. If it gets
its roots down, it will be scary to see
what this plant could do. I’m going
to double my area this coming spring
and look at trying to irrigate a small
patch if we get enough winter rain to
fill my dams.

Will definitely plant again!
Utilisation is 95% and palatability
is outstanding, they chew them
to ground level. We had no
problem with Diamond Back Moth
or Cabbage White Butterfly and
anecdotally there appeared to
be far fewer in the crop than in
previous years with forage rape.

After the first grazing, we had about
$600 a hectare clear profit. And we
still have another 3 or 4 grazing’s
to go. The lambs love it and are
achieving weight gains of up to 300
grams a day.
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RAY AND JOSH HERGENHAN
Candelo, New South Wales
We were surprised by the amount of feed produced
and how well the lambs did on it. The palatability was
amazing. Growth rates were probably double what
we normally achieve, and the lambs were the most
even that we have finished, with only a small tail that
required additional time to finish. We will definitely be
growing Pallaton again as it allowed us to finish lambs
two months earlier than normal and coped with the dry
conditions very well
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NATHAN TOGNELA

PGG Wrightson Seeds Sales Agronomist

Cowaramup, Western Australia

My experience with Pallaton over the last three years
in Western Australia have opened my eyes up to the
possibility of having an early spring sown brassica that
can survive our harsh WA summer conditions and with
moisture provide valuable feed for producers. The
drought tolerance of Pallaton is incredible, the feed very
high quality and if established and managed properly
the plant will provide high quality feed for 12 months.
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PALLATON
PERFORMANCE
& AGRONOMIC
TRIALS

HIGH
YIELDING
14% increased yield advantage
relative to Goliath® forage rape in a
multi-graze system (total cumulative
yield from repeat harvests)
1ST
REGROWTH

2ND
REGROWTH

6000

kgDM/ha

4000

kgDM/ha

2000

kgDM/ha

PALLATON

GOLIATH

18.3

14.4

34.3

11.3

13.3

19.2

6.5

11.2

9.5

DM
(%)

8

ME

(MJ/kgDM)

CP

(%DM)

n = 60. Analysed by Hill Laboratories.

RANGE

FEED QUALITY
AVERAGES

PALLATON PERFORMACE

PERSISTENCE UNDER
MULTIPLE GRAZINGS

APHID
TOLERANCE

PALLATON
FLEXIBILITY

Pallaton has excellent
regrowth potential and has
the ability to persist for 4-5
grazings* over a 12 month
period.

32% increase in aphid
tolerance relative to forage
rape. Pallaton also has a
higher level of tolerance
to White Butterfly and
Diamondback Moth.

Graze Pallaton as early as
56 days* after sowing (DAS),
to maximise crop utilisation
and regrowth potential.
It can deferred up to 100
DAS, however utilisation
and regrowth potential will
be reduced. Pallaton does
not have a specific maturity
requirement.

POST
GRAZING

15 DAYS
AFTER RAIN
*Refer to page 19, Grazing Management.

GRAZING
PALATABILITY

Pallaton has shown increased
palatability relative to
forage rape and leafy turnip
brassicas.

Lambs preferentially grazed Pallaton over the
forage rape in central Hawke’s Bay, NZ.

Forage rape (top) and Pallaton (bottom) under
aphid pressure. Both plants have had identical
treatment and are in side-by-side plots

*Refer to page 19, Grazing Management.

WATER USE
EFFICIENCY
38% increase in water use
efficiency (WUE) relative
to Goliath® forage rape.
Featuring a sizeable taproot,
Pallaton is tolerant to drought
once established.
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GROWER
GUIDELINES

In order to obtain maximum value from your Pallaton Raphno®
crop, best practice management is essential.
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GROWER GUIDELINES

CROP ROTATION
Use Pallaton Raphno® as part
of a sensible crop rotation.

GROUND PREPARATION
Conventional Sowing
No-Tillage

PRE-SOWING FERTILISER
It is recommended that
paddocks sown into Pallaton are
soil tested at least six months
prior to planting so nutrient
deficiencies can be corrected
prior to crop establishment.

Brassicas, (including Pallaton) should not be planted more than two years
in a row in the same paddock. As with all brassicas, let the paddock rest
before sowing another brassica into the same paddock.

Spray the target paddock out with a recommended rate of glyphosate and
penetrant. At least three days following spray out, hard graze to remove
existing vegetation prior to cultivation. Cultivate to prepare a FINE, FIRM
and WEED-FREE seed bed. Spray with an insecticide after sowing.
Best practice is to double-spray with a broad spectrum herbicide, with
the initial spray out at least six weeks prior to sowing. A second spray with
glyphosate occurs prior to drilling and should include an insecticide. Always
use slug bait when direct drilling.

All brassica crops respond strongly to nitrogen and phosphorus.
Fertiliser should be either applied during the final cultivation and worked
into the seed zone OR applied down the direct drill below the seed.
Optimum soil fertility is important for plants to continue to perform over
multiple grazings.
Note: Base fertiliser should exclude sulphur unless sulphur is deficient,
forage brassicas have nil requirement for additional sulphur compared
to Canola.
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CROP SOWING
& MONITORING
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CROP SOWING

CROP SOWING
Pallaton Raphno® is sold by the hectare, and is sown at a rate of 8 kg/ha. Pallaton seed should
be sown at a depth of approximately 10 mm and rolled until firm. Sow at soil temperatures of
10°C and rising. Available under agency agreement through accredited retailers only.
DRY MATTER YIELD ASSESSMENT
Assess the amount of feed (kgDM/ha) on offer prior to grazing in order to calculate the
allocation AND/OR stocking rate of the Pallaton crop.
It is important to send a sample away for dry matter (DM%) testing when measuring crops, as assuming a
DM% can significantly over or underestimate available feed - the below calculation shows a 2,900 kgDM/ha
difference in available feed using two different DM%.
Unlike other brassicas, Pallaton has no specific maturity date. Therefore, the plant may continue to grow either
underfoot or ahead of the animals in favourable conditions. To reduce growth under foot,
follow recommended stocking rates.
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(example)

Fresh Weigh t:

5.8 kg / M

2

58,000 kg / h
5.8 kg x 10,000 =

Dry matter:

a (fresh weigh t)

.5%
a) 7.5% or b) 12

ed
/ ha available fe
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50
3
4,
=
DM
a) 58,000 x 7.5%
ed
/ ha available fe
M
gD
k
0
25
7,
=
DM
b) 58,000 x 12.5%
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CROP MONITORING
All Pallaton seed is treated with Ultrastrike®
brassica seed treatment. It contains a systemic
insecticide and a fungicide.
Pallaton has a strong tolerance to aphids, and has
also shown a high level of tolerance to Cabbage
White Butterfly and Diamondback Moth compared
with forage rape. Pallaton has a similar susceptibility
to Leaf Miner as other brassicas and will require
monitoring.

Like all crops, an insect prevention programme is
required around the time of sowing to enable the
best chance of seedling establishment. Consult your
local representative for assistance with this.
Continue to monitor Pallaton for seedling pests in the
first weeks of establishment. This includes Wireworm,
Cutworm and Slugs.

PESTS
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INSECT PESTS

SEEDLING DISEASES

RLEM, Blue Oat Mite, Wireworm, Cutworm,
Aphids, Lucerne Flea (suppression only)

Pythium, Fusarium

WIREWORM

CUTWORM

SLUGS

Ultrastrike® brassica seed treatment
will provide protection from
Wireworm for 3-4 weeks after
sowing. If identified in the crop,
apply an insecticide.

Ultrastrike® brassica seed treatment will
provide protection from Cutworm for
3-4 weeks after sowing. If identified in
the crop, apply an insecticide.

Always apply Slug bait in direct
drill situations.

Any ag-chemical recommendations should be made by your local accredited Pallaton representative. Pallaton is a forage
brassica, and chemical recommendations should be made accordingly. There is a grazing withholding period of 56 days
after sowing seed treated with Ultrastrike®.

PESTS

CROP MONITORING

APHIDS

HELIOTHIS

Ultrastrike® brassica seed treatment will
provide seedling protection. If identified in
the crop apply an insecticide.

Apply an appropriate insecticide when
early damage is identified.

RUTHERGLEN BUG

LEAF MINER

Apply an appropriate insecticide when
early damage is identified.

Apply an appropriate insecticide when
early damage is identified.

DIAMONDBACK MOTH

CABBAGE WHITE BUTTERFLY

Apply an appropriate insecticide when
early damage is identified.

Apply an appropriate insecticide when
early damage is identified.

WIRESTEM/DAMPENING OFF

DISEASES

Ultrastrike® brassica seed treatment will
provide seedling protection.

ALTERNARIA

DOWNY MILDEW

Plough cruciferous residue in completely and
use long crop rotations. Utilisation of infected
leaf tissue can reduce impact of infection.

Plough cruciferous residue in completely and
use long crop rotations. Utilisation of infected
leaf tissue can reduce impact of infection.

DRY ROT

BLACK ROT

Be mindful of crop rotation and bury
previous crop debris.

Be mindful of crop rotation and bury
previous crop debris.
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FEEDING
MANAGEMENT

Animal performance can be enhanced by good feeding management.
It is important to ensure these feeding guidelines are followed.
As with any brassica, Pallaton can be associated with brassica related animal
health problems such as ruminal acidosis, photosensitivity, nitrate toxicity
and brassica bloat. Contact your veterinarian if you have any concerns.
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FEEDING MANAGEMENT

1

Transition animals on to Pallaton Raphno®
Pallaton is typically a very palatable brassica, so stock acceptance can be relatively quick compared to other
brassicas. However, it is still important to allow animals and their rumen time to adjust to a change in feed.
Sudden unrestricted access can upset the balance of rumen microbes, resulting in poor animal performance,
causing issues such as scouring and acidosis. Start by grazing the crop for no more than 1-2 hours per day, building
up to a maximum allowance over at least 7-10 days. Ensure animals do not go onto crops hungry.

2

At all times, give animals access to water

3

Feed extra fibre prior to and while grazing Pallaton,
and feed as part of a balanced diet

Although the water content in brassicas is high, it is recommended that animals have access to fresh water at
all times as limited water intake will cause an animal’s dry matter intake to decline.

Pallaton is highly digestible, and does not contain much ‘effective fibre’. Offer animals a source of fibre while
grazing crops, and ensure the fibre source is good quality.
Feeding extra fibre means:
•
•
•

More chewing and increased salivation to help maintain rumen pH
Slower flow of feed through the rumen and gut for more effective rumen fermentation
Increased cud chewing for more effective digestion which will help prevent gorging and help rumen
microbes adjust to the feed and help maintain normal rumen fermentation

Once transition is complete:
		

70-80% of the diet as crop for drystock

		

33% of the diet for lactating dairy cows

			

20-30% of the diet as hay, straw or runoff pasture*
*Runoff pasture may not provide adequate fibre intake for large animals like cattle,
therefore it is recommend that a quality fibre supplement is offered.
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GRAZING
MANAGEMENT

In order to optimise the multi-graze capabilities of Pallaton Raphno®
follow these grazing management guidelines.
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GRAZING MANAGEMENT

Feeding like a:
LEAFY TURNIP?

Feeding like a:
FORAGE RAPE?

Graze like a:
LEAFY TURNIP

Graze like a:
FORAGE RAPE

Note: knee and gumboot
height in the illustration
are indicative for grazing
height based on an
average height person.
Ideal first grazing height
is 25cm+.

56

DAS

OPTIMUM QUALITY

70

DAS

MORE PETIOLE / LEAF
UTILISATION
REGROWTH POTENTIAL
CROP FEED QUALITY

COW GRAZING HEIGHT

HIGH YIELD

100
DAS

MORE STEM
STOCKING RATE
YIELD
UTILISATION
REGROWTH POTENTIAL
CROP FEED QUALITY

The above is a guide only as maximum DAS will vary depending on climactic region.
Contact your local PGG Wrightson Seeds Sales Agronomist or accredited consultant for
advice specific to your crop.

LAMB GRAZING HEIGHT
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GRAZING SYSTEM
Rotational grazing, strip grazing or set stocking grazing management
protocols will need to be implemented for stock grazing Pallaton Raphno®

1
2
3

ROTATIONAL
GRAZING

SET
STOCKING

STRIP
GRAZING

Take advantage of Pallaton’s
regrowth ability by setting up a
rotation - this is the best way to
achieve the highest number of
grazings over a season.

Divide the total area of crop
into blocks (i.e. 4 blocks) and
use a rotation length of 28-40
days, depending on your area
and climatic conditions*.

If it is not practical to utilise a
rotation, instead of shifting at
regular intervals animals can
stay on the crop for a fixed
period of time.

Take a yield assessment prior to
grazing to work out a stocking
rate that will calculate the right
number of animals for the
required time.

STRIP GRAZE AND BACK
FENCE FOR REGROWTH

STRIP GRAZE AND NO BACK
FENCE AT END OF CROP

If using a strip grazing
method and repeat grazings
are required, back fencing
grazed areas and managing
good residuals is critical to
protecting re-growing plants
due to the risk of treading
damage and over grazing.

Strip grazing can be used with
no back fencing for the final
grazing of Pallaton, for example
a winter grazing with cattle,
when regrowth potential is
not required.

*Growth rates will vary depending on environmental conditions.
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GRAZING SYSTEM

PALLATON RAPHNO® SUMMER GRAZING INDICATOR
To optimise the multi-graze capabilities of Pallaton Raphno®, we recommend using the
Summer Grazing Indicator to help with grazing management decisions.

1

PLANT, WAIT
AND WATCH
Identify a position for
your Pallaton cone in an
average area of paddock.

2

GRAZE!
Once Pallaton reaches
the reflective strip on the
cone get in and graze.

Think about what stock
classes you have available.

Note: Contact your accredited Pallaton
reseller or PGG Wrightson Seeds Sales
agronomist to request a Pallalton grazing
cone (available while stocks last.)

3

YOU ARE
MISSING OUT
Once Pallaton exceeds
the height of the cone
feed quality and regrowth
potential will begin
to decline.

Note: It must be at least 56 days since
sowing before grazing can commence.

TIPS FOR TOP GRAZING MANAGEMENT
“UNDER STOCKING IS UNACCEPTABLE!”
Dr Charlotte Westwood, Veterinary Nutritionist
If you don’t have lambs on hand
when Pallaton is ready to graze,
consider another stock class such as
ewes. Ewes will help ‘open up’ the
crop which can be very beneficial
for introducing lambs to the crop
afterwards.

Stocking rate is very important to
get right. Understocking will result
in poorer utilisation and risk of
losing quality, while overstocking
may see you run short of feed.

If you can’t go early, not all is lost.
It may mean you can carry a higher
yield forward to a period when you
require it. However, adjust your
expectations and understand your
regrowth potential, crop utilisation
and/or crop feed quality may be
compromised.
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CROP
MANAGEMENT

Autumn presents an opportunity to review the performance of your
Pallaton Raphno® and assess the ability of the crop to continue into winter.
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CROP MANAGEMENT

WINTER GRAZING OPPORTUNITY
Under optimum grazing and environmental conditions, farmers may have the opportunity to
continue growing their Pallaton into winter for a final grazing. Assess your Pallaton crop in early
autumn for the following factors to help with your decision to carry the crop through:
PLANT NUMBERS

CROP HEALTH

After the March grazing, take the opportunity to do
some plant counts in your Pallaton crop. Using a square
metre (1 m2) hoop, randomly sample the paddock to
get an average plant count per square metre. Carrying
your Pallaton crop into winter will largely depend on the
number of plants present in the autumn to set the crop
up for winter grazing.

Excessively wet, or fluctuating wet and dry conditions
coupled with multiple grazings can create an
opportunity for brassica bacterial and fungal disease
infection. This is not unique to Pallaton and is a risk for
all brassica crops. If you think there may be brassica
disease in the crop, it is recommended to sow break
crops such as pasture.

AUTUMN PLANT COUNTS
The average plant numbers present in early autumn will help determine what the best option
will be for your Pallaton crop.

Greater than

20 plants/m

2

10-20 plants/m

2

CARRY THROUGH FOR
WINTER GRAZE

OVERSOW WITH
WINTER ACTIVE GRASSES

Consider carrying the crop
through to winter as a sole
sward if weed burden is low
and fertility is adequate. Shut
the paddock up by early April
and apply N accordingly to
boost overall DM yield for
winter.

Increase the opportunity
for extra winter feed by
oversowing with a winter
active ryegrass in the autumn.
Options include Italian
ryegrass such as Concord II,
Lush AR37 and Feast II, Ascend
annual ryegrass or oats.

less than

10 plants/m

2

SPRAY OUT AND RE-SOW
Plant numbers are inadequate
to provide sufficient winter
feed. Target a hard/low
residual graze with animals
to minimise crop residue
carryover. Consider total spray
out of paddock and planting
back into pasture.

The above is a guide only. Contact your local PGG Wrightson Seeds Sale Agronomist or accredited consultant for
advice specific to your crop.
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CASE STUDY
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

On farm performance, key findings and learnings from
early December sown Pallaton in Reedy Creek, SA.
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CASE STUDY

Alick Beggs and his son David run a Prime
lamb and wool operation South Australia.
580ha

Reedy Creek, South Australia

Throughout September and October 2019, Alick planted 23ha of Pallaton Raphno® under pivot
irrigation on a sandy loam soil and started rotationally grazing in early summer. 23ha was split
into 3 paddocks and each paddock was grazed for approximately 7 days. Over 2000 lambs
were finished off the 23ha from December and grazing continued into May. Prime Lambs were
introduced to Pallaton at 38-40kg liveweight and sold at 60kg, average daily weight gains were
approximately 295g/head/day. Stock were first added at 3500kgDM/ha and Alick expects
yields to exceed 16,000kgDM/ha by the end of the season.

“

“

It exceeded all other forages, we expect the
total dry matter production to be 16,000kg/ha.

KEY FINDINGS
From first grazing in December to mid May Pallaton has
shown its ability to recover from multiple grazing’s

Average of 87 Lambs per hectare and 68 days
of grazing at 295g/head/day produced 1745kgLWT/ha

Seed cost is paid for after day 3 of grazing

802.7kgCWT produced/ha at 46% dressing out

25.66 kg LWT produced per hectare per day
($94.44/ha/day)

$6421/ha made before input costs
(estimated growing cost of $800/ha includes
N fertiliser)
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ALICK & DAVID BEGGS
REEDY CREEK, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

$ Value / head / day

$ Value / ha / day

$ / ha revenue at 800kgCWT/ha

Lamb @ $6.00/kg

$0.80

$ 70.83

$4,816

Lamb @ $7.00/kg

$0.95

$ 82.64

$5,619

Lamb @ $8.00/kg

$ 1.09

$ 94.43

$6,421

Alick Beggs economics of growing Pallaton under irrigation in South Australia

GRAZING SUMMARY

ANIMAL PRODUCTION

ECONOMICS

2000 lambs finished since
first grazing in December

20kgLWG/hd @ 295g/hd/day
= 68 days of grazing to
reach full weight

68 days @ 25.65kg LWT/ha/
day =1745 kg LWT/ha

87 lambs/ha finished from
23ha@ LWG 295g/head/day
Lambs added to Pallaton
at 38-40kgLWT and grown
to 60kgLWT
23ha split into 3 paddocks
and for 7 days during
summer each paddock
grazed
26

87 lambs/ha @ 295 LWG
= 25.66 kg LWT/ha/day
68 days grazing
= 1745kg LWT/ha

At 46% dressout
= 802.33kg CWT/ha
802.33kg @ $8.00/kg CWT
=$6418/ha before input
costs

CASE STUDY

ON FARM LEARNINGS

“

Grazing management was a challenge to begin with as plants would grow under foot while
lambs were grazing. This was due to the stocking rate not being high enough. Alick Beggs
explained this to Stock Journal and PGG Wrightson Seeds.

“

They told us the (recommended)
stocking rates but I didn’t believe them.
We should have because it got away from us.

To avoid this issue, Alick slashed his paddocks to bring the crop height down ensuring a higher
quality crop was in place ready for grazing. Following this, Alick doubled his stocking rates.

Growth potential

Understocking issue

Sample of how Pallatons
regrowth potential can cause
growth under foot if stocking
rates are not high enough.

Sample of Pallaton paddock
post graze displays leggy
stalks as the crop got away
from Alick due to lower than
recommended stocking
rates.

Grazing
management success
Sample of crop after
appropriate grazing
management was implemented.
Image illustrates Pallaton on
second graze post slashing with
doubled stocking rates.
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CASE STUDY
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
On farm performance, key findings and learnings from
August sown Pallaton in Mount Barker, WA.
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CASE STUDY

Greg Sounness operates a sheep stud with
commercial sheep and cows in Western Australia.
588ha

Mount Barker, Western Australia

Sown on the 12th August 2019 in a dryland environment, Pallaton Raphno® survived through a
long hot summer. Greg is impressed with the survival and has estimated 75% of the paddock has
survived with minimal rainfall and will be taken through winter. It responded well to fertiliser and is
now up to his fourth grazing in mid May with an average stocking rate of 30-40 lambs per hectare.

“

“

Its root system is amazing! It’s very impressive and I’m
really impressed with how it performs on light country.

KEY FINDINGS
Estimated return per hectare from 1st grazing
90.8kgCWT * $8.00= $726/ha
Dry matter consumed from 1st grazing
@ 43 lambs/ha for 17 days = 1096kgDM/ha
Dry matter consumed from 4th grazing
post minimal summer rainfall,
40 lambs/ha for 17 days = 1020kgDM/ha

Total dry matter produced assuming
2nd and 3rd grazings were
500kgDM/ha = 3116kgDM/ha up until mid May
Cost of Pallaton drymatter assuming
growing costs are
$650/ha @ 3116kgDM/ha = $209/t forage
Note: Pallaton

was still producing dry matter as of
15/5/20 and will be taken through winter.
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GREG SOUNNESS
MOUNT BARKER, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

FIRST GRAZING

FOURTH GRAZING

RAINFALL EVENTS

17 days grazing
@ 43 lambs/ha

17 days grazing
@ 40 lambs/ha
@ 37-45kgLWT

76mm in August

17 * 40 lambs/ha =
680 lamb grazing days

52mm in October

Weight gain 270g/hd/day
270g @ 43 lambs per ha
=11.6kg LWT/ha/day
@ 46% dress out from
1st grazing
= 90.8kg CWT/ha

Lambs eating 1.5kg/head/day

31mm in September

27mm in November

Estimated 1020kgDM/ha
consumed

Total of 186mm through
establishment until first
grazing

Post summer dry matter
production is linked to
Pallaton’s water use efficiency
and plant survival.

From December to end of
February 54.5mm fell 2
grazing’s occurred which
weren’t recorded
Rainfall data sourced from
Bureau of Meteorology,
Mount Barker
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CASE STUDY

ON FARM LEARNINGS
Spring rainfall of 186mm and strong establishment allowed Pallaton to establish an extremely large and robust
taproot system shown in Figure 3 - Greg Sounness. Allowing Pallaton to access soil moisture deep within the soil
profile in summer.

Figure 1 Greg Sounness

Pallaton recovery in May.

Figure 2 Greg Sounness

Grazing residual/plant
structure.

Figure 3 Greg Sounness

Pallaton root system.
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Need more home grown feed?
Contact your local PGG Wrightson Seeds Sales Agronomist.
Visit us at pggwrightsonseeds.com.au or call us on 1800 619 910.
facebook.com/pggwrightsonseedsau

Results will vary depending on all the circumstances. PGG Wrightson Seeds (Australia) Pty Ltd and its officers, employees, agents and licensors
of intellectual property (PGW Seeds) provide no assurances, guarantees or warranties in relation to any advice, information, cultivar or product
referred to or recommended, except those that by law must be provided. To the extent permitted by law PGW Seeds excludes all liability, and has
no liability to anyone, however arising, from or in relation to any advice, information, cultivar or product referred to or recommended, or the use of
any such advice, information, cultivar or product. If PGW Seeds has any liability then the total liability in relation to the advice, information, cultivar
or product is limited to the greatest extent permitted by law, and to the extent permitted by law not include any liability for loss of income, profits,
savings, goodwill or for any indirect or consequential loss or special or exemplary damages or exceed the total monetary payment received by
PGW Seeds in relation to the advice, information, cultivar or product in respect of which the liability arises.
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